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CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

HOUSE OF BLUES, DALLAS, TX
Housed in the historic White Swan Building, downtown
Dallas’ House of Blues venue is an anchor in the 75
acre, $3 billion Victory Park urban development area.
The club features a 1,625 seat music hall, 400 person
capacity restaurant and exclusive membership lounge
complete with an entertainment and fine dining space.
The Dallas location marks CD+M’s eighth House of
Blues design with completed venues in Atlantic City,
Cleveland and San Diego.

M1NT, SHANGHAI, PRC
An exclusive members club residing in the top floor
of a high-rise in downtown Shanghai, adjacent to the
Bund, M1NT Club is a multi-function, high-end F&B and
entertainment venue. CD+M was employed by M1NT to
help create a dramatic and endearing vision suitable for
the Client’s regular, taste-driven clientele. CD+M fully
embraced the venue’s calling, and designed a system
using combinations of narrow beam spotlights, rich and
warm sources, and gentle washes of light, enriching the
environment and bringing added value and substance to
this star-studded Shanghai hotspot.

HARD ROCK CAFE, LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE
Founded in 1971 in London, Hard Rock has amassed one
of the largest collections of rock and roll memorabilia in
the world and has nearly 200 locations worldwide in over
50 countries. Hard Rock International and design architect
Gensler employed CD+M to provide lighting design
services in the remodel of nearly a dozen venues worldwide
including selected sites in Waikiki, Las Vegas, Seattle and
Prague, which is considered the largest Hard Rock Café in
Europe. The fanciful, ethereal LED guitar chandelier which
floats directly over the cocktail bar in Prague received a
2010 IESNA Special Citation Award in Lighting Design.
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